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CLOVERDALE » PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE DRAWS CROWD

Thousands brave heat,
cheer hopeful Sanders

MUHAMMAD ALI »
1942-2016
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Muhammad Ali, whose fast
fists and irrepressible
personality transcended
sports and captivated the
world, died Friday at 74.

Champ
‘stood
for the
world’
Boxer won epic fights,
changed race relations,
famously refused draft
By TIM DAHLBERG
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont speaks to a crowd Friday at Cloverdale Municipal Airport.

‘We need a political revolution,’ says senator ahead of primary vote
By MARTIN ESPINOZA

N

THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

early 6,000 North Coast residents
cheered Democratic presidential
contender Bernie Sanders in Cloverdale on Friday as the Vermont senator
promised to revolutionize American politics, the U.S. economy and society at large.
Beside the tarmac of the city’s municipal airport on a sweltering night, Sanders
supporters heard the populist politician
roll out many of the standby pledges of his
campaign, including a single-payer health
care system, the expansion of Social Security, equal pay for women and comprehensive immigration reform with a path to
citizenship.
“We need a political revolution. We need
millions of people from California to Maine
to begin to stand up and fight back and demand a government that represents all of
us, not just the 1 percent,” Sanders said to
the boisterous crowd. “That is what this
campaign is all about.”
Shortly before his speech, in an interview, Sanders said he chose to stage a rally
in Cloverdale, Sonoma County’s northernmost outpost, with a population of 8,700,
because of its rural location and his affinity for small communities.
“I come from a rural state,” he said. “I
TURN TO SANDERS » PAGE A6

He was fast of fist and foot —
lip, too — a heavyweight champion who promised to shock the
world and did. He floated. He
stung. Mostly he thrilled, even
after the punches had taken
their toll and his voice barely
rose above a whisper.
He was the greatest.
Muhammad Ali died Friday at
age 74, according to a statement
from the family. He was hospitalized in the Phoenix area with
respiratory problems earlier
this week, and his children had
flown in from around the country.
A funeral will be held Wednesday in his hometown of Louisville, Ky. The city plans a memorial service Saturday.
“It’s a sad day for life, man. I
loved Muhammad Ali, he was
my friend. Ali will never die,”
Don King, who promoted some
of Ali’s biggest fights, said early
today. “Like Martin Luther King
his spirit will live on, he stood
for the world.”
With a wit as sharp as the
punches he used to “whup”
opponents, Ali dominated sports
for two decades before time and

Sanders, center in striped shirt, greets the crowd Friday after his stump speech at the airport.

“I think it’s important for people from all across
this state ... to hear from presidential candidates
and you don’t have to live in major city to do so.”
SEN. BERNIE SANDERS, Democratic candidate for president who visited Cloverdale
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Experts: Trump a risk to US rule of law
Legal scholars troubled
by GOP’s top candidate,
views on Constitution
By ADAM LIPTAK
NEW YORK TIMES

RICH PEDRONCELLI / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump speaks Friday at a
campaign rally at Redding Municipal Airport in Redding.

WASHINGTON — Donald
Trump’s blustery attacks on the
press, complaints about the judicial system and bold claims of
presidential power collectively
sketch out a constitutional worldview that shows contempt for
the First Amendment, the separation of powers and the rule
of law, legal experts across the
political spectrum say.
Even as much of the Republican political establishment lines
up behind its presumptive nominee, many conservative and

libertarian legal scholars warn
that electing Trump is a recipe
for a constitutional crisis.
“Who knows what Donald
Trump with a pen and phone
would do?” asked Ilya Shapiro, a
lawyer with the libertarian Cato
Institute.
With five months to go before Election Day, Trump has
already said he would “loosen”
libel laws to make it easier to
sue news organizations. He has
threatened to sic federal regulators on his critics. He has encouraged rough treatment of
demonstrators.
His proposal to bar Muslims
from entry into the country
tests the Constitution’s guarantees of religious freedom, due
process and equal protection.
And, in what was a tipping

point for some, he attacked
Judge Gonzalo Curiel of U.S.
District Court in San Diego, who
is overseeing two class actions
against Trump University.
Trump accused the judge of
bias, falsely said he was Mexican and seemed to issue a threat.
“They ought to look into
Judge Curiel, because what
Judge Curiel is doing is a total
disgrace,” Trump said. “OK? But
we will come back in November.
Wouldn’t that be wild if I am
president and come back and do
a civil case?”
David Post, a retired law professor who now writes for the
Volokh Conspiracy, a conservative-leaning law blog, said those
comments had crossed a line.
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Forward Harrison Barnes
proves he’s an all-around
player for the Warriors / C1
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